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Modern Indian English poetry as a genre in itself emerged as a sign of the end of colonialism after the Second World War.
Since it reflected the life situations and social conditions of Indian people, it differed greatly from contemporary British and
American literatures. Moreover, the Indian English writers felt a continuing conflict within them and that is the conflict of the
traditional culture and the modern consumer society which got reflected in their writings. Their traditional bondage to culture
got widely recognized. The Eminent Writers like A.K. Ramanujan, Gieve patel, Nissim Ezekiel and R.Parthasarathy started
writing so as to maintain a close link with the cultures of India and the west, It can thus be said that the most important trait
of the Indian English poetry was nothing but its capacity to sustain its cultural tradition.

Indian English poetry during the 1950’s and 1960’s showed divergent developments and the major trend was towards the
lyrical and the confessional. The poetry of this period exhibited a surprising attitude and a predominance of such, topics as
guilt, sexual affair, love relationship, love of freedom and liberty, men-women encounter, feminine sensibility etc; as a kind
of experimentation. Indian English poetry established its firm grip in world poetry keeping up a literary tradition of its own.
Poets like Nissim Ezekiel, A.K. Ramanujan, Daruvalla, and Shiv K.Kumar are said to have established the genre, Indian
English poetry rather firmly in the literary scenario. Kamala Des’ importance too is to be studied in the light of the above
mentioned literary background, for she opened a new kind of poetry focusing on the  reality of personal and the family life.
She, no doubt, shared her interest in social reality with poets life Nissim Ezekiel, Eunice de Sonza and A.K. Ramanujam with
a difference.

Universally acknowledged as one of the most original voice in Indian English poetry, Kamala Das stands out for her
rebellious note against traditions, taboos and patriarchal dominations. As the first poet for presenting women’s sexuality in
blatant manner, she naturally shocked taboo-ridden Indian society with her open expression of sexual description both in her
poetry and her autobiography. Her poetry is intensely personal but at the same time, it is nothing but the expression of
universal feminine sensibilities. She can be called the first bold voice of feminine sensibilities with profound sensitivity and
deep concern for the deprived, the poor and the exploited. Love and sex are the recurrent themes of her poetry. Her poetry
neatly records her own personal experiences and observations of her own frustrations of unfulfilled love and disillusionment
in married life. K.N.Daruwalla wrote about her poetry of love and lust:

“Kamala Das is pre-eminently a poet of love and pain, one stalking the other through a near neurotic world. There in
an all pervasive sense of hurt throughout. Love, like lazy animal hungers of the flesh, hurt and humiliation are the
warp and woof of her poetic fabric. She seldom ventures outside the personal world.”

Kamala Das’ poetry is confessional for she uses the confessional mode with ruthless self-analysis and intense sincerity. Such
a notable confessional poet was born on march 31, 1934 in southern Malabar in Kerala. Being mainly educated at home, she
did not have the privilege of attending regular schools or college. She wrote an autobiography entitled My story (1977),
which in a confessional work defining women’s prison both social and emotional and their efforts to free themselves from it.
The predominant theme of My Story is the difficulty of being a women in Indian society and fuiding love in the so-called
system of arranged marriage. Her poetic output is in English which includes such collections of poems as 1. Summer in
Calcutta (1965), 2. The Descendants (1967), 3. The Oldplay House and other poems (1973), 4. Only the soul Knows
how to sing (1996),5. Tonight, this savage Rite (1979) with Pritish Nandy in Collaborations and 6. Closure: some poems
and conversation with suresh Kahil (2009). Besides, she has numerous walks in Malayalam to her credit.

Kamala Das expressed feminine sensibility that can be described as her personal self; her feelings as a women and her
physical desires. She was highly sensitive and emotional. Honesty and courage are the hall-marks of her poetry. She had no
regrets for her past exuberances as she felt that she has “lived beautifully in this beautiful world”. She expressed her angu ish
and anger at modern day politics and dehumanizing effects of Commercialism. As K.R.Ramachandran Nair puts it, “Her
concern has been the existential anguish of humanity as revealed mainly through women’s relationship with new and the
male dominated society”(PI). Kamala Das’s poetry is candid and open expression of feminine sensibilities and inner urges of
women and it finds uninhibited expression of love, sex, frustrations caused by marital discord etc., No poet in Indian English
is as confessional and autobiographical as Kamala Das. Her My story expresses her own frustrated conjugal life and her
struggle to fight against patriarchal pressure. The very first collection of her poems namely summer in Calcutta sets the tone
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of her entire poetic career, for the fifty poems included in it mainly deal ‘with love, failure ,frustrations of love with a focus
on feminine sensibilities at all stages. Commenting or Kamala Das’ first published collection of poems, Nabar remarks:

“There is indeed a lot of love in the fifty poems of this Volume.  Also present is a high degree of intensity
along with an almost compulsive condour, a disregard for “nice” feminine concealments and  an
aggressively independent assessment of the man women relationship”  (P19).

The poet projects sexual disgust and miserable life of women who are victims of list but hungry for warmth and love. The
title of the poem Summer in Calcutta depicts sensuousness that reminds one of Keats’ Ode on Indolence’. Here in the poem,
there is a temporary triumph over frustration of love due to creativity and relaxation of mind induced by the summer. There is
a fine image of the April sun in India. In the poem, “In Love”, the poet expresses the emptiness of love dominated by lust and
devoid of warmth. The poem” An Introduction “ in an off- referred poem of Kamala Das that deals with human identity and
also the assertion of the poet’s urge to express independently in a male-dominated society. She yearned for love but it was
denied to her. What she faced was nothing but sexual exploitation and lust. She was compelled to accept conventional role of
a puppet like women. The poem does neatly record the claim for independence of woman and flowering of her individuality
to bring home the point that she is rooted in the flowering of feminine sensibility. The poem “Luminol” also expresses the
vacant ecstasy of a woman who has always been deprived of love. The poet here expresses the sense of sterility and
frustration of a woman in a tradition-bound society. “An Apology for Gautama” deals with the theme of dual relationship in
love. In brief, it may be said that her poetry is mainly preoccupied with love and lust.  The poems like “The End of Spring”,
“Visitors to the Sea”, “Punishment in The Garden”, “The Siesta” are those in which Kamala Das harps on the theme of love
and its pain.  She deals with love and lust but she seem to stress the point that lust without love in an animal act but if it is
accompanied by love, it is something divine and sublime.

Kamala Das’s poetry embodies a very personal, idiosyncratic voice one is made continuously alert to the gauge of emotional
intensity by her changing moods of frustration and celebration.  Her poetry functions the same may as the senses and its
medium, the sights and smells are captured.  Making an analysis of poetry of Kamala Das through different worlds and as
seen from different angles like woman, mother wife, lover, granddaughter etc., Anne Brewster writes:

“Her poetry in derived from the tactile of world of sense experience
and in committed to the language of the ‘Common Women’ to coin  a phrase and the deepest and the most

permanent aspirations and doubts of a woman” (P.137)

Kamala Das appears to be every woman who is unnamed and deserted and who, being confessional in all respects, appears to
be one among the countless other women temporarily favoured by God.  Vincent O’Sullivan remarks:

“Das is a women who stands square onto three of the most interesting features of literature in the last
twenty or so years, the dominance of what loosely we call “Confessional” poetry, the effect of feminist
thought has had on how we now red writing by women, and the increasing attention accorded to “new
literatures”, that hold all terms for writing as it emerges from post colonial contexts, and in India’s case
emerges in the language of former imperialism” (P.179)

The position of Indian women and the development of their poetic psyche provide and essential basis for the study of the
Indian feminine psyche’s contribution to Indian poetry in English.  Her revolt as a women against the tradition concept of
womanhood is highlighted by her. Her quest for love, intimacy and freedom are all viewed from a feminine point of view.

Kamala Das’s happy world is the world of warm, loving, passionate men and women, She accepts the fact that men is a
necessary companion for a woman.  In “The invitation”, She writes:

I am still young
And  I need that man for construction
and destruction

In the poem, “The Looking Glass ”, she talks about man- women relationship. She says that a women should stand naked
before the mirror along with her ,ale companion. She should see to it that she looks softer and he stronger. Her feminine
tenderness would naturally excide her lover sexually.

……………. Gift him all.
Give him what makes you women, the scent of
Long hair, the musk of sweat between the breasts
The warm shock of menstrual blood and all
your endless female hungers
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Das declares that women require both physical and emotional love. A women craves for women and this eternal phenomenon
cannot be ignored. She writes:

“I met him, loved him, call
Him not by any name, he is every men
Who wants a women, just as I am every
Woman who seeks love (Introduction )

When Das’s first collection of poem Summer in Calcutta appeared in 1965, English poetry by Indian women poets moved
on from colonial and nationalist themes to writing about personal experiences. Rewriting of legends, praise of peasants and
general ethical statements were the then main themes of English poetry by Indian women poets. The themes like romantic
love were treated without depth complexity or interest. But when love came in the hands of Kamala Das as a theme of poetry,
it got widened in its range, in its complexity and variety, to form something rich and strange. Her themes went beyond
stereotyped longings and Complaints. Bruce king righly holds :

“Even her feelings of loneliness and disappointment are part of a larger - than – life personality, obsessive in its
awareness of its self, yet creating a drama of  selfhood ” ( P147 )

Kamala Das reveals how Indian feminine sensibility and psyche can develop into a poetic sensibility, unreached rather by her
Extemporariness. In the words of Sureade P.Chevan ,

“Her poetry voices to the full not only the existential pressures generated during the modern Indian women’s joinery
from tradition to modernity, but even the Indian women poet’s sense of commitment to reality” (P 61)

Kamala Das wants women to live totally and to regain the wholeness and unity of being with hot blooded sincerity, she
expresses the need for love by women. She has employed Radha – Krishna myths to express the true quality of love that in
both spiritual and physical. It is romantic and artistic. Krishna, the eternal lover, is a dancer, flute player and lover of all
gopis. The poem “Radha – Krishna” depicts the longing of Radha for Lord – Krishna:

“This becomes from this hour
our river and this old kadambs
three , ours alone , for our homeless
souls to return someday
To hang like bats from its pure
physically ……….. ”

In the poem, “Radha”, the poet expresses the ecstasy of union and warm embruace of lord Krishna she writes:
O Krishna, I am melting, melting, melting
Nothing remains but you.

Though she is a rebel, unlike other feminists, she is not anti – man. She accepts man – women relationship as essential and
necessary. Commenting in Kamala Das ’ feminine sensibility , K.R.S. Iyengar writes:

“Kamala Das’ is a fiercely feminine Sensibility that dares without inhibitions to articulate the hurts it has received in
an intensive, largely man – made world” .

All critics agree on the point that Kamala Das’s vision is essentially feminine and her point of view is that of women. In the
poem “Beauty was a short season”, she expresses her fear that her beauty and youth would soon vanish. It is known to all that
happiness and beauty are only transient. There is deep feminine awareness of vanishing youth and beauty. Mrs. Das
expresses the longing for love and mourns its absence:

I wish my
Eyes were similarly
At least once before the
Singing stopped and you left
quickly, without good bye.

Love has its pleasures but its agonies are even greater. The lover leaves the beloved even without saying good bye. Here
Kamala Das reveals her typical feminine sensibility by showing love – bereft beloved. The poem “The sun shine Cat”
narrates the pathetic story of a women who suffered a lot of sexual humiliation and could never find emotional fulfillment
with any men. The repetition “to forget Oh! to forget” voices her deep wounded feminine sensibility.
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Kamala Das was obsessed with the tradition of Indian love poetry and feminine sensibility and she wanted to be free from
the contemporary voice of sentimentality which was in tune with Victoria poetry. She kept up her originality for from the
madding crowds of ignoble strife. Her confessional poetry is the poetry of a Hindu woman and not one nourished and
nurtured by a Catholic School. Her poems do exhibit signs of depression, distraction and self – consciousness exhibiting the
Indian sensibility without any artificiality. No doubt, she has used the themes of day-to-day life around her. Her poems are
fine examples of striking observations about routine life. “Bangles” is a poem that shows her Indian sensibility and minute
observation of Indian life. She describes a small flat in a town very graphically she uses images of mango trees and bangles
that evoke Indian way of life. There is Indianness in  her leagues. In Love ” depicts the funeral procession of a Hindu :

Night, from behind the Burdwan
Road, the corpse – bearers cry ‘Bol
Hair Bol’, a strange lacing
For moonless nights, while I walk
The Verandah sleepless”,

She describes the sudden uprooting from her ancestral home in Malabar to metros like Bombay and Calcutta. She is nostalgic
about her homeland. Her language too is essentially Indian which involves the process of becoming, In ‘The Music Party’,
the poetess expresses the desire of a women for the warmth of love. In ‘Jaisurya’ and ‘Afterwards’, she expresses love and
the concept of feminism. Kamala Das is a feminist but she rejects the subjugation of women by men. She is against
exploitation of woman’s body for sexual pleasure of man. However, She approves of love and sex through mutual consent
and total involvement. Bijay Kumar Das rightly comments:

“As she deals with the conflict between passivity and rebellion against the male oriented universe , her tussle with
love , lust and women hood has most usually Centered itself upon her relations with her life” ( P44 )

The feminist Consciousness is the Consciousness of victimization. It dwells deep into the courses of women’s oppression and
literature becomes a medium of  understanding these causes. Devindra Kholi opines that Kamala Das is “the un official
spokesman of the Indian of Counterpart of the women’s Liberation Movement in the west” (P27). Filial love, one of the
aspects of feminism is found in abundance in the writings of Kamala Das . Her short story “Iqbal”   is a case in point. The
state of being a mother and harping or the sacred state of motherhood echo feminism sensibility in Kamala Das. “Jaisurya”
may be cited as are example. K.C. Shinivastara rightly comments:

“Her femininity makes her glory in motherhood and makes her heart quiver With tenderness of love which she is
continually seeking” ( P 94 )

No doubt one can find a steady progress of Indian feminine poetic psycle from tradition to modernity in the writings of
Kamala Das. Flnisur Rahman writes rightly remarks:

“With herself as the central myth , Kamala Das has shown large human Catholicism and acquired the technique of
sincerity to express the intangible  in experiences “ (P77)

Kamala Das’s  poetry in the message of love and she in not as concerned with the formulation of any theory of poetry or any
technique as with of theme of love. She neither assumes the air of intellectual pride nor expresses the artificial voice of
superficial thought. But here is a vision of love which has a universal appeal focusing on feminine sensibility that too, rooted
in the voice of Indian sensibility.

A devoted lover of God, Kamala Das wants to possess that which is holy in the realm of love. It is notice able that Kamala
Das upholds the Indian Consciousness of the spirit of love and hence her guest in for idolising this human feeling in its raw
and right sense on the basis of an in- death study of her complex feminine psyche, it can be inferred that she is frantically
after the oasis of love as her mind is a direct loud of deserted love. Her quest for love can be viewed from the point of view of
the quest to identify herself. What puzzles her in to find the answer to the question “What am I?” Which is basically a Hindu
philosophical question to nourish Indian sensibility in all aspects? Her primary question in neither the quest for freedom nor
thirst for love but a quest to find out the meaning of freedom. No wonder, she has liberated her imagination from the
contemporary track and developed a perception of the feminine sensibility.

To conclude, the thirst for love and the quest for freedom lie intermingled as inevitable and inseparable elements in her
vision. Freedom as a women , as a wife , as an individual , as a writer of social and individual freedom as a writer seeking
love from all sides nature Indian sensibility to the care getting out and out reflected in her writings. Her rebellious fervor in
nothing but the outcome a her freedom for individual identity and the struggle of the female voices written the constructs of
social , individual perspective in born out of Das’ growing awareness of Indian feminine sensibility at all costs. In a word,
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Kamala Das’s poetry does embody a very personal, idiosyncratic voice nurturing feminine sensibility coupled with Indian
sensibility in all respects.
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